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Female student entered male
bastion: power engineering

Dog at RRCC has full time job
Most students can't say the same

By Rene Hering

By Linda Deger
Holly isn't just another pretty
face.
If you're a student at Red River
you' ye probably noticed a beauti ful
dog wandering the halls and riding
the elevators. Meet Holly, a purebred golden retriever.
While most students are
attending Red River in the hopes
that one day they can earn some
semblance of a living, Holly
already has a full-time job.
At just over four-years-old, Holly
is a full-time seeing-eye dog for
her owner Ruth Gumprich.
Ruth has been having some
problems lately with people at
school wanting to pet Holly while
the dog is working in her harness.
"I know people like the dog and
want to pet her and play with her,
but by distracting her its the same
as having someone put their hands
over your glaccrs," said Ruth.
Aware that the dog is friendly

and attractive to animal lovers,
Ruth says she can understand why
people want to touch her, but she
asks everyone to remember that
the dog is not a pet when she is in
her harness.
"I depend on her, and even when
we're in the elevator standing
quietly, or when Holly is lying
down, she is working.
She has to concentrate and its
difficult when she is distracted."
Ruth says it would be easiest if
students didn't pet Holly at all, but
if someone really wants to pet her
they should ask first, so that Ruth
can be ready.
"It's confusing for people
because sometimes when people
ask me if they can touch her hay
yes, and other times hay no. But
there's a reason for it, because
sometimes the dog has been
misbehaving," said Ruth.
"She's just like any other dog;

she likes attention and when people
whistle at her or pet her, she gets
excited."
Ruth said she feels that it is
important that the dog behave at all
times, both for her safety and
because right now the dog is
allowed everywhere, in classrooms
and on buses, which wasn't always
the case with seeing-eye dogs.
"If she starts getting all riled up
and upsets other people then she
might not be allowed everywhere,
and I need her. I'm not trying to be
miserable when I won't let people
pet her, I'm just doing what's best."
Ruth is a student in the
Developmental Services Worker
prnyrram.
She lost her sight four years ago
diabetes-related
due to
complications.
Progressive blindness is
common among those who are
diabetic.

Power engineering can be an
isolating experience.
First year Creative
Communications student Ursula
Onyschak was 21 when she took
Power Engineering six years ago.
It was there that she learned about
sexism first hand.
"It was discrimination by
omission," said Onyschak. "Men
have a choice but some men use
that as power, to make a power
statement."
Onyschak said she was never
included in social gatherings or
study groups, and that some men
made sexist comments toward
other women while she was
present.
Although she said some men did
talk to her with genuine respect,
she never felt she was part of the
"in-crowd."
She described an incident where
the class toured a power plant in
Selkirk. For lunch the entire class
went to the local bar. There was a
female stripper performing that
day.
"They made me turn my back to
the stripper. I wanted to fit in but I
felt very uncomfortable."
According to Onyschak, even
speaking up in class can be difficult

Holly is always at work for owner Ruth Gumprich.

Some students cry foul
Petition circulating to have gym stay open during exams
The debate over the use of the
A group of students who have gym facilities have been going on
cried foul over access privileges to for a long time, according to June
the campus at athletic facilities Graham who operates the gym.
"I know for both staff and
during exams find themselves at
the freethrow line, with petition in students who use the gym that it is
frustrating when we shut it down
hand.
The petition states, "It is unfair during exam week but the college
and unnecessary to shut down all just does not have any other
facilities that one of the gyms facilities this size."
According to Graham there are
should remain open."
"The gym is meant for physical between three and four hundred
activity a lot of people like to staff and students, on average, who
workout. You should have the right use the facilities on any given day.
Steven Bray is another student
to do just that when you have the
facilities on campus." said Jason who signed the petition. He sees
classrooms as an alternative to
Goetz,who signed the petition.

By James Ham

At least 50 students want the gym open during exams.

The Projector, February 15, 1993

using the gym for exams. That idea
does not work for Adam Mohr, Head
of the Business Administration
Department.
"I sympathize with these people
but we need the space the gym offers.
In classrooms, the students would
be sitting cheek to jowl. That is no
way to write an exam."
"We do not have the staff to
administer the exams in classrooms.
In each class you would need one
instructor and two or three floaters.
Teachers would also run in to
problems because sometimes exams
for different courses would overlap."
"The gym is not the ultimate
solution but it is the best solution
open to us."
Not all gym users are against the
use of the gyms for exams. Hotel
and Restaurant Administration
student Shawn Mohammed said he
prefers writing his exams in the gym
citing the quietness the gym offers.
Currently, the petition has just
over fifty names on it. The petition
sits on the counter of the SA office.
No one there could say who initiated
it.
SA President Gordon Fardoe said
that the SA does not have much say
in the matter, adding that it would be
something that the department heads
would have to decide on.
"We are waiting to see if the
petition gains more support."

for a woman in a non-traditional
trade.
On one occasion she
remembered speaking up in class
and having a male classmate tell
her "stop your bitching."
"I felt humiliated. After that I
was scared. I was very careful
before I talked in class. Every day
was a choice between speaking up
or not.
"Each instance in itself wasn't
horrendous, but together they make
you feel isolated. There were times
when I considered dropping out
because of the isolation in such an
intense environment."
Aside from herself, one other
woman graduated from
Onyschak's class, compared to 30
men.
Power engineering involves the
operation and maintenance of
boilers, diesel engines, heating and
cooling systems and other
components of a power plant.
Once she graduated, Onyschak
found that the situation in the work
environment wasn't a lot better.
She took a part-time job at the
Victoria Hospital working with 17
men who were all quite a bit older
than her.
"It was difficult for them because
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"Women can receive equal pay as power engineers but they don't receive an equal experience."
they didn't know where I fit in, but
they did make an effort. There were
some men that I worked with that
I respected but one or two made it
hell."
After the Victoria Hospital,

Onyschak worked full time as a
power engineer for three years.
She found it to be more of the
same.
For this reason, she finally
decided to pursue a career in

communications.
"Women can receive equal pay
as power engineers, but they don't
receive an equal experience. I
wanted to go to work every day
and feel comfortable."

Stay away from
Building J
By Rene Hering
Two female Red River
Community College students want
Architectural Drafting moved out
of Building J.
Drafting students Jan and Lana,
who refused to give their last
names, are repulsed by the
degrading behaviour of some men
in that building.
"Spend a clay in there. It's just
disgusting," said Jan. "It would be
nice to be out of Building J."
The degrading behaviour,
according to Jan and Lana, consists
of comments that are derogatory
toward women, sexual in nature,
and in some cases, suggest
violence.
In one such instance, Lana said
she was walking past two male
students when one turned to the
other and said, "I want to tie her up

and beat her."
"I've never had anybody say this
to me anywhere else. I'm surprised
no one has actually touched me."
Although the Winnipeg police
department said such a comment
does not constitute uttering a threat,
it is "absolutely without question"
sexual harassment according to
RRCC's part-time sexual
harassment officer Donna
Finkleman.
"It's particularly disturbing
given what we've been hearing
and reading about violence toward
women," said Finkleman. "The
suggestion of violence toward
women is absolutely disturbing. It
certainly illustrates that we have to
educate people."
Finkleman is presently working
to develop a sexual harassment

policy and education process that
will be "current and relevant."
Architectural and structural
drafting instructor Roger Hamelin
said as many as seven out of 20
drafting students are female.
He added that some of the best
students are female.
"Male or female, harassment
shouldn't be a part of any body's
life," said Hamelin. "Nobody
should be up to that nonsense.
That's not what we're here for."
Hamelin's daughter attended
RRCC for two years and was also
a victim of sexual harassment
"It wasn't so much Building J
but other buildings that there was a
lot of degrading comments from
male students. It's not justBuilding
J but Building B, C, D and E also."

The Projector, February 15, 1993

Lint Whiner
The Squeeze Is Ono.
The Federal government's plans to come down harder on recipients
of Canada Student Loans may actually lead more students to default
on paying them off.
If the proposals currently being discussed in the House of Commons
are passed, many students will find themselves backed into a corner
and extremely disenchanted with the entire system of post-secondary
education in Canada.
While the proposal to increase the required course load a student
must take in order to eligible for assistance will cause problems for
future students and those who must work enough to support a family,
the suggested elimination of the six-month grace period graduates are
given before loan payments are due is nothing short of ridiculous.
In an economic climate characterized by unemployment, daily
layoffs and high taxes, a move of this nature has the potential to
motivate students who had planned on honoring the agreement to
avoid paying it off. When faced with the possibility of starvation,
many young graduates are not likely to be too concerned with the
concept of a credit rating.
Though there' s no denying that something has to be done to improve
the program that has cost taxpayers $960 million over the past three
decades, the problem is that the proposals currently on the table are
completely oblivious to the plight of today's student.
Empathy is obviously a word not familiar to the House of Commons.
Rather than trying to squeeze immediate payments out of unemployed
graduates who are faced with the bleak prospects of the recessionplagued job market, the government should be focusing their attention
on collecting from those who have defaulted on past loans.
By improving the collection techniques implemented by banks or
establishing a special Federal agency for the purpose of tracking down
defaulters, the government could recoup some of the losses from past
years while deterring others from not honoring the loan agreement.
Perhaps the time has come for the Canada Student Loan Program to
bring civil suits against those who have defaulted in the past.
While such measures as garnishing wages and tapping into bank
accounts may seem a little extreme, it's the defaulters who should be
feeling the heat of the current financial squeeze.
The struggling student, in 1993, should be left alone.

Jason Beck

The Projector is Red River Community College's official
student newspaper. It is published by the RRCC Students'
Association on alternate Mondays from September to June,
with a circulation of 5,000.
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Students' Association office, or by calling 632-2479. For
advertising information, call 632-2473, or FAX 632-7896.
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF, John Hamilton
NEWS EDITOR, Kim Coghill
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR, Ray Puro
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filtering the flood of information
thrust upon us every waking day.
Subsequently, what we see, read
or hear becomes indelibly stamped
upon our psycho—internalizedwhether we choose to believe it or
not. This process is so subtle, and
so pervasive, there can be no
Item: Trappers call for a ban of escaping its ceaseless
the Barenaked Ladies album manipulation.
Therefore, I wish it to be known
Gordon, over a line equating fur
with cruelty.
that I am no longer willing to read,
Item: Protesters demand Basic to view, or to listen to any idea,
Instinct be pulled from theatres imagery or characterization that in
for its negative portrayal of any way contradicts my perception
of the world. I say this because my
bisexuals.
Item: Salman Rushdie still in own values and beliefs are a
hiding after Ayatollah Khomeini tenuous construct at best, and
sentences him to death for simply no match for the myriad of
blaspheming Islam in the Satanic seductive and insidious ideas
Verses.
assaulting me continually.
In lightof the news stories above
I realize, of course, that my views
and countless others like them, I are not those of the majority, and
have come to a decision. Clearly, could potentially, in some small
images from all aspects of popular way, spark controversy or illculture, be they books, music, feeling. All the more reason, then,
theatre or film, have a profound that they must be protected. The
effect on how we view the world expense of providing me with my
around us. So powerful in fact. it own personal array of media filters,
'seems we are no longer capable of philosophy goggles and image

Jon
Jenkins

detoxifiers will be enormous,
unfortunately, but one I have no
doubt the government will gladly
bear. If not, I will regretfully be
forced to sue.
It's really a shame things have
to be this way. But it's a simple
fact that people are just not
responsible for what they believe.
They only know what they have
been told in movies and on
television. If that turns out to be
false, it's not their fault. How can
anyone expect the avenge citizen
of North America today to be able
to separate truth from falsehood,
fact from dramatic recreation, or
even satire from slapstick? We
are monkeys—what we see is what
we do.
Fortunately for me, though, I
won't have to endure such
indignities as ambiguity, selfdoubt, or uncertainty any longer.
With my government-approved
panoply of protective equipment,
I will peacefully exist in an airtight vacuum of my own beliefs,
unsullied by anyone else's
offensive ideas.

The Mayor is like her namesake
in North Dakota, John Thompson,
who had both arms yanked off in a
farm accident—you gotta hand it
to her!
In my most humble Larry
Enigma Whiner fashion, I would
like to praise Her Worship for her
earnest efforts to stick to her
election promise.
Imagine that! A politician with a
memory for something other than
her cash contributors.
That's `promise' in the singular
by the way, and why it's so damn
confusing for c i ty council to grasp,
I'll never know.
During the campaign, we in the
media went through a severe bout
of 'sphincter recoil' when she
refused to play 'election footsy'
with us.
You know the game: candidates
make promise, press asks how
they'll deliver, candidate responds,
press shoots plan down in hellish
fireball, candidate looks stupider
than usual, press congratulates
itself as defenders of the truth,
voters are confused and angry,
press goes to bar for popcorn,
Scotch highballs, and unprotected
sex with drugged-out drifters.
We're seen it all before.
In an age when most politicians
forget their promises faster than
post-coital Casanovas on their way
We

home from the drive-in,
Thompson's commitment to
freezing taxes is admirable--naive
to the point of absurdity maybe,
but admirable nonetheless and
almost refreshing.
The problem is, will the random
collection of single-cell life forms
we call City Council let her deliver
on her promise?
It's pathetic watching these
veteran councillors shake their
pudgy fists at Thompson's
mandate. The tragic reality is that
their enemy is not Thompson, but
democracy itself, pure and simple.
Glen "The Pope of Osborne
Village" Murray and his pals seem
to have forgotten a little event that
happened last fall.
The election—as in 'she won,
they didn't!'
Thompson's campaign was
based entirely on freezing taxes,
and whether G. Murray likes it or
not, he must give the people what
they so clearly demanded. Or does
he think that the 'fickle' electorate
needs protection from its own
ignorant whims?
Oh, that's right, I forgot! Glen
Murray knows best. The burning
issues for most Winnipeggers are
Pink Triangle Day and The
Contemporary Dancers, not that
silly old taxes red-herring. Thanks,
Glen, once again, for putting this
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To the Editor,
When I got ahold of the Feb. 1 issue
of the Projector and saw that my two
messages—which were supposed to
be placed in the 'Messages' section of
the classifieds—were put at the end of
my P.R. column, I have to say I was
quite shocked.
Not only does a personal message
NOT BELONG in the news section...I
just can't believe it was placed there.
Do you think any real newspaper would
place someone's classified message
somewhere else in the newspaper if
there was no room in the classified? I
think not.
Upon speaking with replacement
editor Jason Beck, I found that he was
not to blame. In fact, he told
entertainment editor, Ray Puro, that he
knew I would be mad if it was placed
there (who wouldn't?), and insisted to
Ray that it doesn't belong there. But
Mr. Puro put it there anyways.
Well, bravo Mr. Puro. Not only did
you irresponsibly put something in the
paper where it doesn't belong, but I see
you managed to mix the two messages
into one.
Ha ha...very funny.
Oh, and I know you say it was all a
big mistake. You say you didn' t realize
it was two messages. Go ahead, say it
was all a big mistake.
Oops? Sorry?
Well, I have a bit of advice for you.
An editor should read the material
he places in his paper (if you did this
you would have known there were two
messages).
And for the excuse that layout night
was and is hectic—perhaps you need
someone in there who can deal with
the stress and knows how to do the job
properly.

One more thing...maybe you should
take a few lessons from Jason Beck.
He seems to know a lot more about
running a paper than you do.
Sincerely,
Tish Nelson
Creative Communications
P.R. Director, Students' Association
(Editor's note: It has been my policy
to run Tish Nelson's column unedited all year. I have considered
her column direct communication
from the S.A. and, therefore, left it
untouched. That what was
submitted I have assumed belongs
in her column.
R.P., Ent. Ed.)

To the Editor,
I am writing in response to your
is sue o f Feb. 1, 1993 .1' ve been tempted
to respond to Dan Summers' column
(Whiner's Corner) in the past, but this
time I could not let it pass without
comment.
As an openly gay person who has
worked for the past 20 years for the
kinds of reforms that President Clinton
is introducing, I found Summers'
column extremely offensive. I also
found it interesting that the editorial in
this issue was concerned with the
decline of "good taste" in journalism,
and included a demeaning reference to
lesbians while complaining of
irresponsible journalism.
Summers thinks discrimination on
the basis of sexual orientation is a big
joke. I wonder if he finds persecution
of other minorities equally hilarious?
Thousands of military personnel in
Canada and the U.S. who built

distinguished careers in the armed
forces lost everything when they were
dishonourably discharged. Their lives
were mined. What's funny about that?
My partner and I have had a fairly
high profile in the local gay movement,
and for 20 years we have been subjected
to a steady stream of harassing and
threatening phone calls. Summers'
sense of humour reminds me of the
callers who try to humiliate us by
shouting obscenities into the phone
and then laugh as they hang up. They
also think it's funny to threaten to kill
us. I've heard that young guys who
beat up fags find that really amusing.
For 20 years now, the student papers
on the university campuses have
covered gay issues and included
positive gay features. The universities
also have active gay/lesbian
organizations. I do not recall ever
seeing a serious article about gay issues
in the Projector. There is also no visible
gay presence at the college. Do you
suppose there might be some
connection here worth considering?
Judging from the tone of your recent
issue, I suspect that even in 1993, you
may still find issues involving
homosexuality too "distasteful" for
your publication. It may be that your
idea of "responsible journalism"
involves printing contemptuous
caricatures of gay and lesbian people,
and mocking the efforts of civil
libertarians to end discrimination on
the basis of sexual orientation. Perhaps
the reason there is still no visible gay
presence at R.R.C.C. is because that is
the way you like it.
Sincerely,
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Jeez-whiz! Barbara McDougall
and Kim Campbell didn't screw
their way to the top, they got elected
on their merits, and we know who
voted for them. But who the hell
actually voted for Ms. Rebick?
I think Judy's 'talking-head'
days are numbered and Natalie
Pollock is going to have a new
play-friend real soon.
Bye now!
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merely blame Thom pson's lack of
political experience for getting
nothing done.
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Stupid" campaign buttons,
Thompson is actually trying to
follow through on her platform.
And it's not as if her platform was
the most complex in the history of
Western politics! There can't be
any confusion about what voters
wanted, only reluctance on thepart
of council to let them have it.
This council, that apparently
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Unlike our fresh-faced dogooder to the south, President
"Billary" J. Clinton, who seems to
have conveniently misplaced all

it

Tuck at the Josef Mengele Beauty
School in order to satisfy these
suffragette wing-nuts.
A feminist spokesperson said,
"Just because they're women, that
doesn't make them feminists." I
couldn' t have said it better myself,
you big piece of dogma-spouting
horse crap!
Which means that a 50 per cent
female Senate won't instantly make
the world a better place, either.
And just because a Senator is a
man, it doesn't mean he can't
promote issues of importance to
women, feminist or otherwise.
So, we're right back where we
started, with a system that's already
fair for everybody, thank you very
much.
With all these examples of kickass' women politicians going headto-head with men, do we still need
Judy Rebick's running cry -baby
commentary on the status of

Maybe the only thing Thompson
lacks is the unmitigated nerve to
renege on her promise.
Hey, I didn't even vote for her.
But I did vote. And by so doing, I
agreed to the democratic process,
and the last time I checked, the gal
with the most votes still wins.
Speaking of feisty females in
politics, keep an eye out for the
"Wild Women's Battle for P.E.I."
Now that Premier Joe Ghiz has
retired to the hallowed halls of
academia, Canada's cutest province
has not only a female premier, but
also a female leader of the
Opposition. With an election
expected within the year, Canada
will have its firstduly elected female
premier. Bodacious!
I guess women's groups will be
shouting "hear me mar" from hill
and dale.
Not so fast, you big, insensitive
paluka!
After the debate over entrenching
a 50 per cent female Senate last
year, this isn't good enough for the
Women's Establishment.
Apparently, because both these
women are 'pro-life-anti-choice,'
they aren't feminine enough to pass
the 'true-feminist' litmus test.'
Oh, brother!
I suppose we'll have to sendJudy
Rebick down to Buenos Aires for a
49-for-the-price-of-1 Clone 'n'

tax coffers.
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city back on it course toward total
world domination in the pursuit of
political and cultural correctness.
That's right. I think I read that
Boeing International was going to
relocate its jumbo jet factory here
because they heard we had such a
groovy modern dance ensemble!
Let's face it. The reason these
guys always lose money is because
nobody likes them.
Yipes! ! It's not that complicated.
If you want dancers, pay to see
them, just keep your paws off the
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Much Movies
College security sadly
understaffed
By Nancy Westaway
It's 2 a.m. and you're stuck at
school working to complete that
last assignment.
You hear a noise that startles
you but security is nowhere to be
found.
Terrified, you walk alone to your
car in a deserted parking lot where
anything could happen and no one
is around to help.
You're not alone if you've
experienced these feelings before.
Creative Communications
student Melodie Richard is angry
that there is no Safe Walk program
at Red River Community College.
J ast week, Richard was working
late in the Mac labs, F-112, wh
security approached her to verify
she was a RRCC student and to
ensure she had an after hours pass.
She produced the necessary
documentation and told the guard
she would call him when she was
leaving.
"I wanted someone to escort me
to my car," said Richard. "But the
guard said, 'I don't know if I'll be
around here. I may not be in this
area for a few hours.'"
Richard asked if she could call
the security office to find a guard
to walk her to her car.
The guard said there were only
two security guards on duty and
they each monitor different areas

of RRCC.
"We only stop in the office every
two-and-a-half hours," said the
guard. "If you need us we might be
two miles away."
Richard felt she could not stay
knowing it might be impossible to
contact security should she require
assistance.
"I had to leave," said Richard. "I
felt frustrated not to be able to use
the facilities that are supposed to
be there for me to use. I had an
assignment due and I could not
have come to work on it any earlier.
"I definitely recommend a Safe
Walk program," said Richard. "It's
ridiculous that RRCC doesn't have
one."
If this sounds like a scenario
you've had to act out, you're not
alone.
An informal poll indicated many
students would welcome a Safe
Walk program to their cars.
Unfortunately, this type of
program is not on the agenda for
RRCC security staff.
"The
problem
with
implementing Safe Walk is that it
would require more security staff,"
said the security guard
"Covering all of the campus in
one shift is like watching all of
Portage Avenue. To respond to
personal calls is difficult because

it's like telling me when I'm at the
corner of Portage and Main that
The Bay is being robbed. It's
difficult to get there quickly and be
able to finish my building rounds
afterward."
The security guard did not give
any indication of how many
individuals he has caught
committing property crimes in one
evening, one week, or even in a
six-month period of completed
rounds.
"I have to look everywhere,"
said the guard. "Inside all the
classrooms, behind desks. A
criminal could be hiding anywhere
in the building."
RRCC does have a lot of
expensive equipment, like
computers, that requires security
guards to be on alert for suspicious
people wandering the building at
night.
The problem is that effective use
of existing security staff should
also be able to provide protection
for students.
To
have
security
methodologically combing each
room on college looking for
suspects is almost humorous.
But, to have any student
nervously running through the
parking lot, frightened of anyone
they see, is nothing but terrifying.

Up and Coming
Before I get into the
upcoming events, I have to say
one thing.
The entries so far for the
elimination of racism poem and
essay contest are extremely
touching... and I look forward to
seeing the many more entries sure
to be received .
Remember, this isn't just
a contest, it's a chance to let your
opinions and feelings reach others.
They may not know who you are,
but you're message will get
through.
We've come a long way,
let's try to bring everyone together
even more.
Okay, I've had my say...
on with the events.
February 15th: look for the
Kids In The Hall in front of the
cave at noon!!!
February 16th: There will
be AIDS-related movies playing
in the Tower Lounge all day long.
Every little bit of information
helps... and you can never know
enough. Try to catch at least one.
February 17th: "Reach For
The Rubber II". Watch the Trojans
and Latex battle over the rubber!!!
(for those who don't know, it's
similar to the TV show Family
Feud). The games begin in the
Tower Lounge from 11:30 a.m.
to 1:00 p.m. Prizes to be awarded
by CMOR stars! (Hal...Just
Kidding!) PssL.. Happy Birthday

Why work for peanuts
when you can sell them?
Starting your own business is one way to guarantee
yourself a job this summer.
If you're a full-time student returning to school this
fall and legally entitled to work in Canada, Challenge '93,
the government of Canada's summer employment program
for students, is offering loans of up to S3,000 to help
you start a business.
Details are available at any branch of the Federal
Business Development Bank, Canada Employment
Government of Canada
Gouvecnonnerti du Canaria
IfInIster of SW. for YOPuth IsfinIstre WOE I It Jeunosse

IP

Federal Business
Development Bank

Just come to us with your idea, and we'll see what
We can do about putting you to work for someone you
really like. You.
Call toll-free: .
1 800 361-2126.

Canada
The Projector, February 15 1 1993
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Tish Nelson
Your S.A. P.R. Person

USE YOUR
HEAD, SAVE
YOUR HEART.

Centres, Canada Employment Centres for Students, any
branch of the Royal Bank of Canada or the National Bank
of Canada.

Banque federal*
de doveloppement

wishes go out to Council member
Brent Best...Happy 24th Brent!
February 18th: Guest
speaker Albert McCleod will give
a lecture entitled "How To
Practice Safe Sex". The lecture
runs from 12:00 p.m. to 1:00 p.m.
in the White Lecture Theatre.
Coffee and donuts will be
provided absolutely free of charge
by Red Carpet (Thanks guys!
You're great!)
February 19th: The Th irtyHour Famine Relief begins! The
Kids in the Hall will be in the cave
at noon.
February 24th: Hypnotist
"The Incredible Boris" will
perform in the Tower Lounge
today at noon. Okay. You're
saying "Yah, right! A hypnotist.
What a bunch of ..." Okay. Maybe
you're ri ght but hey, maybe you're
wrong. The point is...they say that
even hardcore skeptics walk away
believing the impossible,
thoroughly convinced. Boris was
on the Arsenio Hall show where
the crowd was amazed by surprise
performances. Boris had
hypnotised members of the
audience to believe they were
people such as Michael Jackson,
Madonna and even Andrew Dice
Clay. Come on out and find out
why, long after the clay of the
show, people still talk about it!!!

ROYAL BANK
I3ANOUE ROYALE

If you're
overweight, lighten
up and take a
load off your heart.
KASS
AND STIbDRIC
FOUNDATION
PAANCTOSA

Improving
your odds
against
Canada's
#1 killer.

For heartening information, call

949-2000

Goodman sells tickets to Roseanne: The Motion Picture.
Matinee
By Linda Deger
If the only types of movies that
tickle your fancy are the ones with
straightforward storylines and
basic plots, then this movie
probably isn't for you.
But if you're looking for
something a little different, then
you may want to break away from
you're VHS recordings of Lethal
Weapon and Pretty Woman and
give Matinee a try.
But come with an open mind.
John Goodman (The Babe,
Arachnophobia) stars in this
quality film directed by Joe Dante
(Gremlins, Twilight Zone).
The film is mistakenly promoted
as a comedy, but nothing could be
further from the truth.
Matinee does have some truly
laughable one-liners and satirical
social observations scattered
throughout the film. But this is
where the fun ends.
Matinee is really a social
commentary about man's own
creation of the things he fears;
sometimes man's creations are
humorous in a satirical way, but
more often than not they are
frightening.
Set in 1962, this is the story of
Gene, a teen-age boy whose family
has just moved to Key West,
Florida on the weekend of the
Cuban Missile Crisis. John
Goodman plays Lawrence
Woolsey, a B-horror filmmaker
who thinks that a town facing
nuclear destruction is the perfect
place to launch the release of his
latest B-grade sci-fi thriller/horror.
Goodman's character,
Lawrence Woolsey, is reminiscent
of the late filmmaker William
Castle whose gimmicks included
wiring theatre seats and offering
insurance policies in case viewers
"died of fright" during his movies.
While outside the theatre the

town waits in terror for "the big
flash" of a nuclear attack and
military troops are massing at
Smathers Beach, inside the movie
theatre Woolsey works to create
his own terror for the opening of
his new movie.
The movie points out the irony
of mankind by bringing to life a
town that is so afraid of a nuclear
holocaust that it literally riots at
the local supermarket but waits in
anticipation to watch a horror film
about atomic power gone made,
where you can actually "feel" the
terror.
Matinee takes the audience back
to a time of bomb-shelters and
hoop skirts and follows Gene and
three other teenagers that are very
different, but are drawn together as
the crisis draws near.
John Goodman offers his usual
quality performance and creates a
character that is exactly what you'd
expect from a grade-B moviemogul.
Cathy Moriarty (Raging Bull,
Kindergarten Cop) plays Ruth,
Lawrence Woolsey's longsuffering girlfriend. With cutting
sarcasm she creates a character that
is very entertaining to watch.
This film will touch off emotions
about the nuclear age that you
thought were long forgotten. If
you're old enough you may
remember what it was like during
that July weekend in 1962. And if
that time is only some fact in a
history textbook, then this film is
sure to help you understand what it
really felt like to face a nuclear
attack.
this
off-beat,
While
unpredictable film has an original
quality that makes it riveting.
If you're sick of watching the
same old drivel unfold at the boxoffice then take in Matinee. It's a
little weird, but you won't regret it.

Alive
By Angelique Silvestro
Alive starts out with a fighting
chance, but eventually suffers a
slow and painful demise.
The movie begins on an eerie
note, with a narrator (John
Malkovich) sitting in darkness,
puffing coyly at a cigarette. We
discover he is one of the survivors
of the plane crash and its aftermath,
the story this movie is based on.
The next sequence of scenes
involving the plane crash are
extremely realistic and well done.
As the plane begins to smash
against the mountains like a ball in
a pinball machine, the amazing
camera angles put the audience
right into the plane, Imax-style.
Watching passengers getting
sucked out of the gaping holes in
the plane was a chilling experience.
You may even feel motionsickness as the plane begins its
I uge-like ride on the snow-covered
mountains.
While you're recovering from
the motion sickness, the somewhat
graphic images of people in various
stages of death will kill your
appetite for those movie munchies.
However, while you've lostyour
appetite, the survivors are getting
hungrier and hungrier, as they
realize that the 500 packs of
smuggled cigarettes in the cargo
won't feed them. A good 45minutes is devoted to dealing with
the problem of what they are going
to eat.
Their solution to this problem is
ironic, because this movie, in more
than literal terms, BITES. If you
still don't get it, this movie gives
new meaning to the term buttsteak.
It. is also after this point that the
movie loses the vitality present at
the beginning.
The audience is in danger of
becoming comatose as repetitive
scenes of nature-inducedhardships
and near-death experiences of the

dwindling number of survivors roll
by on the screen.
Many of the actors cast in this
movie are relatively unknown,
however, Ethan Hawke (Dead
Poets Society) plays a strong
character whose determination to
get help, rather than wait for it to
show up, becomes an influential
element in the turn of events.

1+1

The ending of this saga of the
triumph of the human spirit and
survival takes all of ten minutes.
Simplistic and unbelievable, the
ending is a kick to an audience
that's already down.
It's unfortunate that an incredible
true story, such as the one that
Alive was based on, is doomed to a
cinematic death.

External Affairs and
International Trade Canada

Affaires exterieures et
Commerce exterieur Canada

RUGS:

ri nu MY TRIP

Drugs and international travel:
a dangerous mix.

I

n many countries, drugs are easy to find, but you can bet
that using or transporting them is illegal. Penalties can be

severe: hard labour, a life sentence or even the death
penalty. Being a Canadian won't get you special treatment

.

Partner in

) 1 ))11 canada's
drug
strategy
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Jesus Jones-Perverse
(Capitol)
by Jason Beck
The most exciting new cuts include
the explosive guitar-synth rocker
"Magazine" (which would be
incredible in concert) and the infectious
sure-fire hit "The Right Decision," in
which vocalist Mike Edwards
comments on the group's fear of
success: 'The problem with success is
you become what you detest."
Ultimately, Perverse proves that
the past success of Jesus Jones was no
fluke and that the group is capable of
remaining one of the leaders of the
alternative techno-rock scene
(alongside acts like EMF and The
Shamen). Despite their tendency to
experiment with their sound, the band
somehow manages to remain
accessible and keep the catchy hooks
corning.There's nothing perverse about
this release. B

Upon listening to the latest album
from Jesus Jones, it's refreshing to
hear that the band did not let the Top 40
success of their last record impact on
the musical direction of the follow-up.
Instead of attempting to release a
clone of the hit single "Right Here,
Right Now," the British group chose to
go off in a number of different musical
directions this time around.
Consequently, Perverse takes the band
another step forward.
Many of the dozen new cuts on the
disc are more atmospheric and
orchestrated than on previous releases.
Though the fast-paced opening track
"Zeroes and Ones" would have fit in
quite well on their last album, songs
like the spiritual first single "The Devil
You Know" and the mesmerizing
"Yellow Brown" maintain a sense of
balance.

va
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The Jerk meets Laugh-In: Goldie Hawn and Steve Martin wave bye-bye in the laugh-packed Housesitter.
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Reviews

Housesitter is classic romantic

find the sound to their liking And with
the loss of Mercury, it's the next best
thing. B

by Kenton Larsen
On his first album since the death of
Freddie Mercury, ex-Queen guitarist
Brian May carries on where Queen left
off.
On Back to the Light, Mercury's
presence is missed, no doubt about iL
But as a vocalist, May isn't half bad.
His songs, mostly straight-ahead
rockers, feature May's supernatural
guitar-playing and the multi-tracked
vocals that made Queen famous.
The album kicks off with a brief
lullaby (for Mercury?) that uses "We
Will Rock You" as its refrain. After a
few signature rock numbers, May slows
things down with a beautiful ballad
called "Too Much Love Will Kill You,"
a cautionary tale about AIDS. "Torn
between the lover and the love you
leave behind/You're headed for disaster
'cos you never read the signsfroo much
love will kill you everytime," he sings.
Other standouts include "Let Your
Heart Rule Your Head," a foot-stompin'
song that recalls May's "'39" from
Queen's A Night at the Opera, and
"Driven By You," a likely choice for a
single.
May could have easily released this
album under the name Queen and sold
an extra few million copies; all that's
missing is Queen's solid rhythm section
made up of drummer Roger Taylor and
bassist John Deacon.
What May aims for, though, is music
that's more personal. On the album's
liner notes May calls his music
"escapism," and claims to be a "small
and insecure" person. It's hard to
believe that a self-professed wimp made
such a confident album.
While Back to the Light is by no
means the greatest album in the history
of the world, it's also not to be shrugged
off. Fans of Queen will unquestionably

Graham
LeathersDelusions of Grandeur
(Dodeka)
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Graham Leathers, a Red River
Community College Creative
Communications student, has just
released his debut album on Dodeka
Records an American label.
The music is reminiscent of
Canadian folk music from New
Brunswick and Nova Scotia, like the
talented Rankin Family.
Leathers' mastery at storytelling,
not unlike Harry Chapin's, is especially
present in the songs "Isolation" and
"Don't Swear At Machinery."
As well as having the lyrical skills,
Leathers' finger-picking is
phenomenal.
The song "Possible Future"—a song
of human kind's greediness towards
Mother Earth—displays both of his
talents perfectly,with a moving
complex (acoustic) rhythm line and
powerful pleading lyrics.
This is not to say that all of Leathers'
music is of a serious nature, as a fair
number of his songs feature his own
brand of humor.
"Eyes of the Dragon," "I Want A
Beer" and "Don't Swear At
Machinery" are just a few examples
that display this trail
To borrow from the cassette's liner
notes, written by "Decadent" Dave
Clement, "Whether Leathers is lashing
mankind for killing whales or
celebrating beer's spread across the
galaxy, he's serious about his music
even when his music isn't serious."
Even though the tape is of average
length, it is definitely not an average

.

...

I

recording, especially since all of the
vocals and instruments (except bass
on "Ramblin' Joe Finch") are
performed by Leathers and recorded
only on a small 4-track system.
With a debut as excellent as this
one, Leather s' next album is eagerly
awaiteed. A-

by Chris Bekourt
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Housesitter
by Ursula Onyschak

Brian May-Back to the
Light (Warner)
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Therapy?-Nurse (A & M)
by Dan Summers
Either I'm getting old, or my dad
was right all along. It's just noise,
dammit.
Or maybe I worked too many years
in music stores, spending hours on end
hearing junior metaloids churn their
way through mutilated mosquitobuzzing guitar riffs. I just haven't got
the time in my life to spend listening to
bands like Therapy?. If I want to hear
'powertool' music, I'll throw on my
Andre Kostelanetz LPs and build a
deck onto the back of my wet bar.
Buzz, buzz, dirge, blam, blam,
mumble, introspection. Big deal. I've
got old Cure albums already, thanks.
This Nurse is a candy-striper at best,
only without the perky attitude. C

Francis X-Tribal Music
From Hollywood (Warner)
by Jason Beck
On the cover of his Tribal Music
From Hollywood album, Francis X
looks like a mutated smurf who lost his
white toque.
Unfortunately, the blue paint
smeared on his body is the highpoint of
artistic expression to be found on this
abysmal 11-track recording.
Presumably a"wild and crazy"veteran
of the Hollywood music scene, X's
music is surprisingly uninteresting.
With cuts like "Holy Circus,""Flesh
and the Devil" and "Minor Church,"

the artist does not even succeed in
being generally colorful or strange
enough to fall into the category of
"alternative," The rock/metal tracks
on Tribal Music From Hollywood are
so banal and similar that they could
easily be welded together into one
long, tedious song. Without his
makeup, Francis X resembles Gowan
with a hangover, but his songwriting
abilities pale in comparison.
Only Spinal Tap would find this
collection inspiring. D

the album.
For a true taste of Shriekback, one
could do no better than giving 1985's
Oil and Gold a try. That album manages
to invoke the ambiance that is aimed
for on SacredCity, but with far superior
results. Plus it features an incredible
three songs about prehistoric fish. D

JOIN THE CROWD

Shriekback-Sacred City
(Capitol)
by Kenton Larsen
On Shriekback's last album, Go
Bang, the band stopped singing about
prehistoric fish in a desperate bid to
have a number one single.
Let's just say that their version of
K.C. and the Sunshine Band's "Get
Down Tonight" didn't exactly rocket
to the top of the charts.
On their seventh album, Sacred City,
frontman Barry Andrews (formerly of
XTC) returns to the African rhythms
that have worked so well for him in the
past. But this time the package takes
the form of (groan) a concept album.
Each song is apparently "about myths
and phenomena which are common to
a city," as it says in the liner notes.
Unfortunately most of the album is
flatter than the prairies. The bulk of the
problem lies with the album's
production, which is muddy to say the
least. The music is so bass-heavy, that
Andrew's voice is virtually inaudible.
This coupled with the absence of a
lyrics sheet makes the whole album's
"concept" virtually impossible to
discern.
The album's two standout tracks are
"hymn to the local gods," and "(open
up your) filthy heart (to me)," a ballad
that easily eclipses everything else on

BE A REGULAR
BLOOD DONOR

The quality music thrift store

CASH
for your
compact discs, cassettes,
musical instruments &
music books!
• ••
Buy, Trade, Consign & Layaway

CDs & TAPES/
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
Across from Deluca's

943 Portage Ave.

788-0967

situation comedy, served up
Hollywood style.
How we love to see the big names
rescue poor damsels in distress! In
Pretty Woman we cheered Richard
Gere as he extricated the virginal Miss
Julia Roberts—and just in the nick of
time, too!—from the ugly bonds of
harlotry.
Now we can watch in sympathetic
amusement as Steve Martin, a kinder
and more gentle professional white
male, takes pity on the economically
destitute and pathological liar, Goldie
Hawn. Or DOES he? For those who
aren't yet wise to the formula or sick
of the genre, the story is as follows.
Newton Davis is a mild-mannered,
sometimes impulsive Boston architect
who is down in the dumps after being
refused a proposal of marriage by his
high school sweetheart, Becky (Dana
Delany). This leaves the beautiful
house he designed and built for the
two of them in his town, empty.
Three months later, still despondent,
he encounters Gwen (Goldie Hawn), a
tough, free-spirited con-artist who
frequently changes her name and is
incapable of telling the truth. Davis,
still heartbroken over Becky, is nonethe-less intrigued.
After a night of drunken passion
and spilled guts, Gwen puts two and
two together and heads to Davis'
hometown to take advantage of the
empty lodgings.
The fun begins when she passes
herself off as Davis' new wife,
befriends both Becky and his family,
and settles into yet another new life.
When Davis finds out he is, of course,
furious, but sees in the ridiculous
situation a way to win back Becky.
In typical Three's Company style,
the lies get bigger and bigger and the
characters dig themselves in deeper
and deeper until...everything works
out fine--but how?
Housesitter is by no means a piece
of junk. Frank Oz provides good
direction. Martin and Hawn are two of
the best when it comes to this type of

comedy.
Their collective talent and fine
comedic touch—especially with
delivery and facial expressions are
responsible for some big laughs and
hilarious moments that would definitely
have been absent otherwise.
The story is engaging, feel-good,
fairy-tale stuff. Good medicine for the
post-Superbowl Winterpeg blues but
personally, I've had enough of the
formula.

JFK
by Ray Puro
There we few things that excite the
imagination more, or strike fear better,
than a good conspiracy theory. That
which we cannot see, hear, or taste, but
suspect are present, produce—if
accompanied by the right amount of
menace.--a distinct coolness on the
spine.
Oliver Stone's JFK is such a theory.
He implicates the CIA, the FBI. the
Dallas Police Force, the army, the navy,
the mob, and even the Whitehouse in
the John Kennedy assassination—
which begs the question: if he is right,
is the United States still a democracy?
Stone uses Kevin Costner to
dramatically recreate the Jim Garrison
prosecution of Clay Shaw as one of the
conspirators in the plot to kill the
president—the only person ever to be
brought to trial for the crime.
Like a dealer using a rigged deck,
Stone builds his case for a conspiracy
to kill the president. Many times, instead
of just theorizing that events might
have occurred a certain way, Stone
shows those events as having occurred,
fixing them in our memory. He knows
full well when it comes time to render
a verdict we will trust our eyes and
recollection over reason every time.
As well, the film contains more than
a few historical inaccuracies. Most of
these have to do with events and
evidence occurring outside their
historical context, done to improve the
story's narrative flow (forgivable when
you are constructing a drama and not a
documentary).
When JFK first came out, these were
the strongest attacks against it. Many

dismissed the film, and its message,
because of these shortfalls. It is as if
these critics were themselves so blinded
by their own cleverness in picking out
the flaws they forgot some of the
fundamental truths that the film
contained. Truths that can not be
dismissed and must be dealt with.
Most damning are the Zapruder film
(the well known footage of Kennedy's
head shot) and the Warren
Commission's "magic bullet theory"
(one bullet causing seven wounds in
two men, shattering bone along the
way, and arriving in pristine condition
on a stretcher at Park Lands Hospital).
Add to that butchered autopsies,
missing transcripts, and suspicious
evidence and common sense points so
strongly towards more than three
bullets from a lone assassin (Lee
Oswald) that the entire sham that was
the Warren Commission crumbles like
a house of cards.
It is recommended that this fictional
account be viewed with the
documentary film The Jim Garrison
Tapes (found in most video stores).
This provides the needed background
to fill in many of the discrepancies of
Stone's film.
As Garrison's son points out in that
documentary, "What is the greater
piece of fiction: JFK or the Warren
Report?"
You be the judge.

Caine (James Woods) heads to
Diggstown, a redneck Georgia town
wholly owned and operated by John
Gillon (Bruce Dem). According to
Gillon, the only two things they never
joke about in Diggstown are boxing
and gambling. In fact, Gillon who won
the town on a single wager by betting
against the boxer he managed.
Caine can't resist the challenge of
"conning a con man " and arranges a
contest with the help of a front man
(Oliver Platt). Their man, ex-contender
"Honey" Roy Palmer (Lou Gossett,
Jr.), will fight any ten Diggstown men
Gillon can supply over a24 hourperiod.
It's at this point the movie sinks into
the obv ious, the fo rmul a and the violent
as Gossett quickly dispatches guys who
look like they could eat him for
breakfast.
Diggstown isn't really a movie you'll
be mad at yourself for watching. It's
anything but pretentious and director
Michael Ritchie (Bad News Bears,
Semi-Tough) manages to push the
right buttons during the fight scenes.
As it ambles along good naturedly
however, you can't help but notice the
writing, the pacing, and some
intangible "X" factor are all off the
mark. It's just not a very adept film.
Woods and Gossett remain appealing
throughout, but in the end Diggstown
only delivers a little sting.

word. He goes so far as to use identical
shots and dialogue. If that's not bad
enough, he also takes Bernard
Herrmann' s original music and
transplants it in his own film. Why
bother making a film that's already
been made?
Nolte and Lange are relentlessly
adequate, and the nauseating Juliette
Lewis is, well, nauseating. De Niro is
another story. He is great even in
mediocre films, and Cape Fear is no
exception. With his over-the-top
Southern accent and tattooed body, he
manages to be both funny and chilling
at the same time.
De Niro also gets the film's best
scene: at a screening of Problem Child
he puffs a cigar and yucks it up, to the
chagrin of others in the audience.
If you're the type that likes cheesy,
exploitative violence, rent Scorsese's
Cape Fear, light up a big cigar and
laugh like a hyena. Everyone else
should rent the original.

SUNDAY
SPECIAL
Rent 7 Motes
for 7 Days!
only $7.77
Choose From Over 10,000
Catalogue Titles

Diggstown

Cape Fear

by Randy Matthes

by Kenton Larsen

Diggstown is a movie which aspires
to the high style and remarkable twists
and turns of The Sting but falls well
short of the mark.
Released in 1973, The Sting featured
Robert Redford and Paul Newman as
hustlers who set up Robert Shaw for a
big fall with an elaborate betting
scheme.
Substitute James Woods, Lou
Gossett Jr and Bruce Dan for Redford,
Newman and Shaw; boxing for
horseracing, and you've got a movie
that's as clumsy and familiar as The
Sting was clever.
Just released from prison, Gabe

If director Martin Scorsese ever
made a throwaway film Cape Fear is
it.
The film is a remake of 1962 film of
the same name, which Scorsese says is
one of his favorite films of all time.
The story begins when a violent excon (Robert De Niro), decides he wants
revenge on the lawyer who put him
behind bars (Nick Nolte). He begins
harassing the lawyer, but soon develops
other plans when he sees that Nolte has
a wife (Jessica Lange) and a pre-teen
daughter (Juliette Lewis).
What Scorsese does is remake the
film in the most literal sense of the
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57 Osborne St. in the Village

477-5566
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FOR SALE
1982 Ford Fairmont. 4-cylinder, 4-door. Great starting and
running condition. 83,000 original kilometers. $1,200 Call 6334065

Wild Wear. High quality 100%
pure cotton with exciting colors
and wild graphics, Nature of
the Beast T-shirts are designed
to make you look as good as
you feel. To get one of these
eye-catching T-shirts call 8375195 and ask for Dave.

FOR RENT
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The Waltons will be opening for The Barenaked Ladies at The Concert Hall on March 8th and 9th.

Hem Duke

Jason Beck
It's quite appropriate that The
Waltons are opening for The
Barenaked Ladies on their current
Canadian tour.
In addition to having similar
styles, both bands have benefited
greatly from the independent music
scene in Canada. Like The Ladies,
The Waltons were able to convert
a successful independent release
into a record contract with Warner
Music. The only difference was
that The Waltons had to leave home
to achieve their success.
After a four-year stint playing
clubs in their hometown of Regina,
the group was forced to move to
Toronto in order to get noticed.
"Regina always has cycles of
bands coming out," bassist Keith
Nakonechny said recently, "but due
to a lack of places to play, people
usually move.
"If you live in Saskatchewan
and you want to do music fulltime, it's hard to stay there and
keep playing without people
getting sick of you."
Faced with the same obstacles
as many Western Canadian bands,
the trio started playing gigs in
Toronto and ultimately began
recording their debut album with
producer John Switzer (Andrew
Cash, Jan Siberry) who they had
met at a Saskatchewan music
conference the year before. The
resulting LP, Lik My Trakter
(pronounced "Like My Tractor"),
sold close to 7,000 copies and was
nominated for a Cosby Award in
the category of "Best Debut
Album" later that year.

Nakonechny feels the lyrics of
The Waltons are responsible for
getting critics to sit up and take
notice.
"On the outside we play pop
music, but lyrically it goes a little
further," he explained.
"Lyrically, our songs are a little
folky and we write about Canada.
We don't write about love as much
as we'd write about hate. We're a
thinking person's pop band."
The trio of Nakonechny,
vocalist/guitarist Jason "Walton"
Plumb and drummer Dave Cooney
have a busy year ahead of them.
When the Ladies' tour wraps up in
Sudbury on March 17,TheWaltons
will be playing at a showcase in
Austin, Texas before shooting
another video and starting a tour of
their own.
When the touring ends, the group
is anxious to start work on the
follow - up to Lik My Trakter.
According to Nakonechny, the
band will be out to develop their
sound further without doing
anything too radical.
"I think any musical directions
we take will be like our career," he
said. "In slow, gradual steps.
"I could see our sound getting
more electric, but not overnight.
We don't want to lose any fans."
For the record, The Waltons
claim that only smalltown
audiences bother to ask them where
"Johnboy" is.
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You know how you usually wish
you were hearing the original version
of songs that bar bands perform
instead of their version?
Not so with Apartment 3B.
After checking out Georgie's last
week, I thought I should check out
their competition at the Ass iniboine
Hotel - Minors.
Though the drink specials were
not as shocking as they were at
Georgic's (75 cents), it was only
$1.50 a beer. You've got to love a
free market economy.
Though Mirrors had less of a hard
rock crowd compared with
Georgie's, this didn't stop
Apartment 3B from heating things
up with their brand of classic rock
melded with contemporary rock hits.
Guitarist Steve McGovern (exQueen City Kids and Orphan) has
put together a potent bunch of
professionals.
From the ashes of Moving
Pictures, McGovern recruited lead
vocalist Elisa Meade and guitarist
"Slippery" Joe Curtis.
Meade posseses the style of vocals
that enable her to punch out male
vocal songs in addition to female
vocals. Her rendering of the
Pretenders' Brass In Pocket was as
strong as the B lack Crowes' Jealous
Again.
Slippery Joe Curtis displayed his
fine chops with excellent lead guitar
work during Hard to Handle and the
Police's So Lonely. He also helped
make Purple Rain an outstanding
cover with his lead vocals. When
asked how he gained his "slippery"
monicker, Curtis explained that

Dizzy thought he needed a
nickname.
Dizzy happens to be the bass
player Dizzy Richards - and yes,
that is his given name. Imported
from the U S Dizz explained that
his dad is a jazz "horn blower"
hence the name. Richards, who
has also played with QCK, says
all he needs to know is "where is
the beer and where do I plug in.
I' m a hired gun." He also handled
lead vocals during a superb cover
of the Temptations/StonesJust My
Imagination.
Though easy to overlook behind
the drum kit, Chris Southerland's
drumming is one of the strongest
parts of the band. Granite-like
rock solid rock drumming. As a
drummer I find it easiest to critisize
the playing of other drummers.
But Southerland never ceased to
impress me whether hammering
out the beat during Archangel's
Too Many Ways to Fall or playing
subtlely behind the beat in Just
My Imagination.
But guitarist Steve McGovern
is the guy to watch.

McGovern has done his part in
Winnipeg musical history to put
our city on the musical map of
Canada with his work in QCK and
Orphan.
And while he may not be a
technically perfect guitar player,
he has a firm grasp on the "feel" of
rock and roll. He puts emotion
into his playing that makes the
audience sit up and take notice.
His slide playing during the
Eagles' Heartache Tonight put the
icing on a very tasty cake.
McGovern has written or cowritten
some
excellent
commercial rock songs during his
time spent with Chris BurkeGaffney so it is surprising that
Apartment 3B does not play any
original music.
McGovern says that originals
are not what bar managers want
bands to play.
Still, he says, "I'm just having
fun working for a living."
"And" he adds, "its better than
flipping burgers."
And listening to Apartment 3B
is is better than eating them.

Guest Editors This Issue :
Editor - Jason Beck
Entertainment - Kenton Larsen
News - Rene Hering
Carlene Sheard

Room & Board: Mature, pleasant, honest female wanted for
light housekeeping &
babysitting in return for room &
board. Must have driver's license. Call Marcia at 488-8571.
For Rent: 1 bedroom suite.
Furnished. Color TV. $325/
month. Call 949-0431.
Room & Board available immediately for a non-smoking,
non-drinking male. Call Gord
or Lena Haddad at 632-6776.
Two bedroom house available.
Call Abadi at 284-0271.
Room & Board: Meals & laundry included. Male, non-smoker
preferred. Contact Barbara or
Richard at 888-3508 or 8882492.
Responsible roommate wanted
to share owner occupied new
home. Located outside North
Perimeter 15 min. from RRCC.
$200/month including utilities.
Call 344-5811.
For Rent: Two bedroom suite
near RRCC. $545/month. Call
632-1300.
Share Home with owner. 15minutes from RRCC. $250/includes utilities. Call Terry at
344-5811
For Rent: One bedroom basement suite. Private bath. Call
772-8831.

TUTORING
I love words! I'm a professional
writer and English tutor and I
can help you with English composition-essays, letters,
speeches, etc. Very reasonable rates. Call Joan at 3383628 or 338-2872.

TYPING
Word processing. Reasonable
rates. Call Kelly at 888-1447.
Calls returned promptly.
Reasonable rates/fast, accurate resumes/theses/reports/
term papers. Laser printing.
Pick up and delivery available.

Call 661-9181 or 663-1771 Barn8pm 7 days a week. Students
receive 10% discount!
Magic Touch Word Processing.
Resumes, essays, term papers,
reports, letters. Call 222-3624.
KD Word Processing Service.
Specializing in letters, reports,
resumes & essays. Reasonable
rates. Same day service & Laser Printing. Call 897-0529.
Professional Typing Services.
Fast Turnaround, Superior Quality. HP Laserjet 3. For info call
Carla .at 669-6808 between 9
am & 10 pm.
Expert resume & essay typing.
Very reasonable rates. Call Joan
at 338-3628 or 338-2872.
Precision Word Processing Services: Term Papers, Resumes,
Reports, etc. Reasonable rates.
Call Kerry at 888-0211.
Word Processing Services.
Competitive rates. Call Nancy
at 837-8730.
Word Processing. Essays, reports, resumes, etc. Call Audrey
at 489-5366. Reasonable Rates.
Word Processing-essays, resumes, etc. Call Debbie at 2371277.
HPB Typing Services: reports,
resumes, etc. Canon Word Processor. Call 832-0939.
Write Stuff Resume & Typing
Service. All typing done on a
laser printer. Call 477-1431.

MESSAGES
Brent Best: Remember last
summerwhen the temperature
was plus thirty & the wine was
chilled perfectly? Don't you wish
we could be there now? Love
ya babyl-Tish
P.S. This is the way it was
supposed to be in the last issue. I suppose the level of difficulty in using a Mac computer
was too high for the editors to
grasp.
HeyMr.co:Cngatsl
the articles. By the way, that's
one damn fine column you got
going! Ever since that interesting (?) letter to the editor two
issues ago, people are telling
me they can't wait to read your
next column. Your readership
must have tripled because of
that letter!!! Once again,
congrats! Ciao-Tish.
P.S. You should thank that 1st
year Cre-Comm.

Feb. 17 & 18
South Gym
I 0 am - 3 pm
(both days)
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SERVICES
First Class Car Care. Tuneups, brakes, oil & lube, minor
repairs. For Students, By Students. Why Pay More? Call Dan
at 255-0637.

JOBS
Lead guitarist needed for Indy
band influenced Ramones,
Skinny Puppy & Ministry. Call
Vince at 253-4295.
Looking for full-time employment? Youth Employment Centre offers a fast, free program to
people 16 to 24 years old who
want to learn how and where to
look for work. Job Search Information and Assistance provided.
Call 942-7391 for more information.
Applications are now being accepted for summer jobs on
cruiseships, airlines and resorts.
No experience necessary. For
more information send $2 and a
self-addressed stamped envelope to: World Wide Travel Club,
5334 Yonge St. Suite 1407,
Toronto, ON, M2N-6M2.
$$$$, FREE TRAVEL & Resume Experience!! Individuals
and student organizations
wanted to promote SPRING
BREAK. Call the nation's leader.
Inter-Campus Programs at 1800-327-6013.
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WANTED:
Editor-in-Chief
If you're hard-working,
dedicated, and
interested in a part-lime
position on the Projector,
the college newspaper,
then we want you!
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Forward a resume with
your qualifications to
the Students'
Association,
Room DM20, before
4 pm, Friday,
February 19, 1993.
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